Intermediate Level Grammar Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. She is tired ……………… hungry.

   as well as

   or

   but

2. I hope you ……………… hard in future.

   work

   would work

   will work

3. Change into exclamatory sentence. The stars are very beautiful.

   How beautiful are the stars!
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What beautiful the stars are!

How beautiful the stars are!

4. Speak the truth .......................... will help you.

what

that

when

5. We cannot take back spoken words. Change into passive.

Spoken words cannot taken back.

Spoken words cannot be taken back.

Spoken words could not be taken back.
6. He was attacked by a ....................... of bees.

- fleet
- swarm
- colony

7. The pen is ....................... than the sword.

- stronger
- more powerful
- mightier

8. The farmer owns six ......................

- oxes
- oxs
9. I enjoyed ..................... at the party.

- myself
- ourselves
- me

10. The teacher said to the boy, ‘You have failed again.’ Change into reported speech.

- The teacher said to the boy that he has failed again.
- The teacher told the boy that he had failed again.
- The teacher told the boy that he has failed again.

11. If you write legibly, you ...........................
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good marks.

would get

will get

would have get

12. You had better ....................... with fire.

stopped playing

stopped to play

stop playing

Answers

1. She is tired as well as hungry.

2. I hope you will work hard in future.

3. How beautiful the stars are!
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4. Speak the truth that will help you.

5. Spoken words cannot be taken back.

6. He was attacked by a swarm of bees.

7. The pen is mightier than the sword.

8. The farmer owns six oxen.

9. I enjoyed myself at the party.

10. The teacher told the boy that he had failed again.

11. If you write legibly, you will get good marks.

12. You had better stop playing with fire.